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RENEWABLE
DIESEL

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

Renewable diesel (RD) is an emerging green fuel that

is gaining traction in the effort to reduce the carbon

footprint of transportation. Today, renewable diesel,

which is refined from animal or vegetable fats instead

of crude oil, represents only a small portion of U.S.

diesel consumption. Nevertheless, refining capacity is

growing rapidly as more states and Canadian

provinces adopt policies sparking the use of green

fuels.

+31%
RENEWABLE DIESEL CONSUMPTION

compound annual growth rate 

(CAGR) in California.

 

PLGCONSULTING.COM

THE 'DROP-IN' RENEWABLE FUEL

One of the distinguishing features of renewable

diesel is that it is a 'drop-in' fuel that can be used in

existing diesel engines without modifying them.

Unlike some other biofuels, renewable diesel can be

used without blending it with conventional fuels. As

is often the case when new products emerge, supply

chains must adapt. 

The advent of renewable diesel poses significant - 
but surmountable - challenges for the

 transportation of both feedstocks and refined 
products.

SOURCES: PLG ANALYSIS OF CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD DATA; RBN ENERGY & BAKER O'BRIEN, NOV 2021

+52%
ELECTRIC VEHICLE PLATFORMS 

are the only alternative transportation 

energy source that grew faster than RD in 

California, but only represents 5% 

consumption. 

https://plgconsulting.com/
https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/newsletters/OfsArchive/supply-chain-july-2021/
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The current market for RD is confined to the West Coast (US and Canada). Low Carbon

Fuel Standards (LCFS) on the West Coast have been driving investment of renewable

diesel refining capacity around the country. LCFSs require sellers of transportation fuels

to meet annual carbon intensity reduction standards or buy carbon credits. So far,

California, Oregon, and British Columbia have implemented LCFS programs. Washington

State and the remainder of Canada are expected to implement LCFS programs by the

end of 2022 and 2023 respectively. When LCFSs are combined with federal programs

(the Producer's Tax Credit and the Renewable Fuel Standards) they help subsidize and

promote an emerging green energy source.

RENEWABLE DIESEL MARKET

RD CAPACITY LOCATIONS
The location of existing and planned renewable diesel capacity falls into three categories:

1) West Coast refineries - close to the current consumption markets for RD

2) Midwest refineries - close to the primary source of feedstocks

3) Gulf Coast refineries - close to the hub of conventional crude oil refining, but neither close to   

    feedstocks or the West Coast and Canadian consumption markets

SOURCE: PLG CONSULTING, JUNE 2021
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KEY TRENDS DRIVING THE RENEWABLE DIESEL MARKET
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SOURCES: CORPORATE ANNOUNCEMENTS/OTHER NEWS SOURCES

On February 28, 2022, Chevron agreed to acquire Renewable Energy Group, which 

produces more than half a billion gallons of low carbon fuels annually, for $3.15 

billion.

HollyFrontier Corporation acquired Sinclair Corporation on March 14, 2022, for 

approximately $1.8 billion. The acquisition puts renewable diesel projects with an 

annual capacity of approximately 380 million gallons under the banner of HF 

Sinclair.

Valero Energy Corporation and Darling Ingredients, a leading meat renderer, have 

formed a joint venture called Diamond Green Diesel for making renewable diesel 

and other low carbon fuels.

Shell, BP, Phillips 66, and Marathon have either converted or plan to convert 

conventional refineries so they can process renewable diesel.

CONVENTIONAL REFINERS ARE INVESTING IN RENEWABLE DIESEL:

https://plgconsulting.com/
https://www.chevron.com/stories/chevron-announces-agreement-to-acquire-renewable-energy-group
http://www.hollyenergy.com/investors/press-releases/press-release-details/2022/HollyFrontier-and-Holly-Energy-Partners-Announce-Completion-of-Transactions-with-The-Sinclair-Companies-and-Establishment-of-New-Parent-Company-HF-Sinclair-Corporation/default.aspx
https://www.diamondgreendiesel.com/
https://www.shell.com/media/news-and-media-releases/2021/shell-to-build-one-of-europes-biggest-biofuels-facilities.html#:~:text=As%20part%20of%20its%20Powering%20Progress%20strategy%2C%20Shell,biofuels%20for%20road%20transport%20and%20aviation%2C%20and%20hydrogen.
https://www.hydrocarbonprocessing.com/news/2021/10/bp-invests-270-mm-to-expand-renewable-diesel-production-at-cherry-point-refinery
https://investor.phillips66.com/financial-information/news-releases/news-release-details/2020/Phillips-66-Plans-to-Transform-San-Francisco-Refinery-into-Worlds-Largest-Renewable-Fuels-Plant/default.aspx
https://biofuels-news.com/news/marathon-to-convert-refinery-to-renewable-fuels-facility/
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NEARLY 5X MARKET GROWTH:

The growth of the renewable diesel market is spurring a race to secure enough animal and

vegetable fats to propel us into a green transportation future. If all of the announced projects

were to be completed on time, production capacity will grow from its 2021 level of about 1.1

billion gallons/year to 5.1 billion gallons by 2025, according to the Energy Information

Administration. While it’s unrealistic to expect all announced projects to come to fruition as

scheduled, significant capacity expansions and conversions of conventional diesel refineries are

already underway. 

THE HUNT IS ON FOR FEEDSTOCKS:

The hunt is on for the feedstocks required for these volumes. Notable partnerships that combine

feedstock sources with refining assets include Diamond Green Diesel, the joint venture between

Valero and Darling Ingredients, and Green Bison Processing, in which ADM and Marathon are

teaming up to process soybean oil for Marathon’s renewable diesel refining. Renewable

feedstocks are not created equally in the eyes of environmental regulators. 

CARBON INTENSITY VARIES:

The “carbon intensity” measures how much carbon is released during the life cycle of a

particular renewable fuel made from a particular feedstock. The lower the carbon intensity, the

higher the value of the carbon credit it generates. For instance, used cooking oil is generally the

feedstock that scores lowest in carbon intensity, but it’s also the hardest to gather at an

industrial scale. Other feedstocks like distillers corn oil and tallow are byproducts of ethanol

production and meat rendering and are available in large quantities. 

LOGISTICS MATTERS:

The carbon footprint of the freight movements of feedstocks and refined products is also taken

into account in the carbon intensity score. Therefore, the stakes are higher than usual to move

the feedstocks efficiently. 

KEY MARKET FACTORS 

RENEWABLE 

DIESEL 

CONSUMPTION & 

PRODUCTION

https://plgconsulting.com/
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INNOVATION IN ENERGY REQUIRES

INNOVATION IN LOGISTICS

The logistics challenge posed by renewable diesel is

that it cannot rely on pipeline movements for either

feedstock or refined products as the conventional

refining industry has. 

On the feedstock side, conventional refiners can tap into an extensive network of crude oil

pipelines, but there is no equivalent pipeline network for moving animal fats or vegetable

oils. 

On the refined product side, there are challenges of a different kind. While the Gulf Coast

and Midwest are shaping up to be major sources of RD refining, the existing pipeline

network doesn’t allow for transport from those areas to the consumption markets on the

West Coast. 

Rail transportation:  In the last decade, rail was tapped as an interim solution for

transporting crude oil and frac sand to support the new shale plays. Rail will likely reprise

that role with renewable diesel. 

Waterborne transportation:  This mode is likely to be tapped for supplying Gulf Coast

refineries, with feedstocks floating downriver from the MidWest on barges and along

international shipping fairways from foreign sources in ships.

Pipeline transportation:  If upper East Coast markets adopt LCFSs (as many have

considered), this will likely prove a strong incentive for pipeline companies to transport

renewable diesel to those markets utilizing existing networks handling conventional fuels

flowing in the same direction.  

LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS:

 
THE LOGISTICS FOR

RENEWABLE DIESEL PLAYS
TO RAIL'S ADVANTAGES.
It already connects the three 

locales in play and excels in 

moving large quantities of bulk 

products over long inland 

distances.

 
- Chris Bonura

PLG Client Services Director

PLGCONSULTING.COM

https://plgconsulting.com/
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There will be a crucial need to address the logistics challenges for both renewable diesel

feedstocks and refined products over the course of the next decade. As Canada and East Coast

states consider Low Carbon Fuel Standards, the consumption market for refined fuels will likely

expand beyond the West Coast. Two lingering questions present potential headwinds for this

industry:

SUMMARY

PLGCONSULTING.COM

Chris is the Director of Client Services for PLG Consulting,

bringing supply chain expertise with a broad perspective derived

from working in and analyzing multiple transportation modes over

the last 20 years. His areas of expertise include site selection and

lease negotiation of logistics-related facilities; the acquisition of

railroads, railroad property and assets; port and railroad strategy

formulation; industrial real estate portfolio management,

research, and entitlements; plastics packaging facilities; Foreign-

Trade Zones; business continuity; grant writing; media relations

and crisis communications. Chris has concluded nearly $200

million worth of purchase and lease transactions involving supply

chain assets.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

For more than 20 years, PLG Consulting has been at the forefront of renewable diesel and other 

green fuels navigating its clients' attendant issues and challenges.  Reach out to discuss your 

next project and how PLG Consulting can help.

Will technology advances make it

cost-effective to produce

renewable diesel without the

lucrative incentives that are

driving its growth today before

the political will to fund those

incentives expire?

Can enough feedstocks be

sourced - and shipped efficiently

- to renewable diesel refineries

to feed the ultimate demand for

the refined product?

1.

2.

CONTACT US

Despite these questions, the growth so far has been phenomenal. As the trajectory continues, it

will require substantial logistics planning, investment, and expertise to deliver the goods.

SOURCE: CERULOGY, JAN 2022

FEEDSTOCK DEMAND

https://plgconsulting.com/
https://plgconsulting.com/
https://plgconsulting.com/contact-plg/

